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Digital Marketing 

Digital marketing is the component of marketing that utilizes 
internet and online based digital technologies such as desktop 
computers, mobile phones and other digital media and 
platforms to promote products and services.



Guide on the Best Social Media
Platform for Your Business
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As a business owner, you know that maintaining many social media sites can be very
tedious. This guide aims to help you choose which sites that will work best for your
business, meets your business goals and will enable you to engage with your customers
better.



1 Facebook
Demographics:
Facebook is still the most popular platform with about 1.19 billion and counting users
worldwide and with those most evenly distributed demographics compared to the rest.
Although Facebook is not the best tool for sales generation, it can boost brand awareness.
It can also help you target customers through the Facebook Advertising Tool – as it helps you
filter not only by demographics but other details such as job and other personal details
that can help you get the right customers.
Lastly, be aware that there are less usage of Facebook amongst teens especially when
parents or adults started using it too hence, if you want to target teen customers, you may
want to focus on Instagram or Snapchat as this is a more popular platform for them.
What to share?
 Regularly post images of products/services that you offer.
 Post promos, discounts, contests and coupons if available.
 Post relevant articles/news/call-to-action that can engage followers.
Post Frequency:
Once or Twice a day
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Tips:
 Posts with picture can generate more attention and engagement by 120%
• Keep text posts shorter than 250 characters to keep audiences engaged.
• Thursday and Friday are known to be the best days to post than other days of the
week.
• Call-to-action posts have better chances of engagement from customers than nonquestion
posts.
Which businesses should be in Facebook?
Any type of business should have a Facebook Page since they are still the most widely-used
platform; it can increase sales indirectly through brand awareness and customer
engagements. You can increase Facebook likes by having a contest, available downloadable
coupons, and Facebook ads and even ‘Like’ buttons on blogs and websites.
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Instagram
Demographics:
Coming in fifth is Instagram but despite this, they have the second-most devoted users,
with 56% of users logging in daily which is 11% higher than Twitter and only 6% behind
Facebook.
The demographics of Instagram are composed of only 17% adults but with 43% in the age
of 18-29.
What to share?
Instagram posts are creatively taken product/service shots with equally catchy captions.
Businesses usually have dedicated Hashtags so people searching on using that Hashtag
can filter/see the rest of Instagram related post about your business or product.
Post Frequency:
Once a day
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Tips:
Since Instagram lean towards users rather than businesses – you can have an Instagram
photo contest where users can take a picture of your product/service and then decide on a
specific Hashtag so you can see all of the entries. This can help boost your company’s
popularity and you can even have future pictures that you can repost to recognize
customers/clients.
Which businesses should be in Instagram?
Businesses in the Food and Fashion industry can benefit well in using Instagram, as well as,
architecture, designers and technology business. Keep in mind that businesses that are
targeting the 18-29 age-demographic should also use Instagram as one of their main
platforms to promote their business.
Post fun and creative images that will interest your followers may it be the fun things you
do, behind the scenes and your office environment, use fun props and the lighter side of
your business to make it more relatable. Also, keep trends and latest in check with the help
of Twitter as well.
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YouTube
Demographics:
YouTube is known to be the largest video-sharing social network with over 6 billion hours
of video watched on a monthly basis; with that, we can see that there is an opportunity for
your business to reach audiences.
Although YouTube’s demographics are of every age bracket – it still leans toward the young
ones. YouTube has an average of about 18-34 adult users. Social video in today’s world is
an effective way for businesses to connect with their audience.
What to share?
It can be just a video of a simple overview of your business and what you offer, you can
also create a series about your products and services applied on daily lives. It can also be a
video of customer feedbacks. Basically, anything you can think of that can catch interest of
viewers to the point of them sharing it.
Post Frequency:
Once or twice a week
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Tips:
• Shorter videos work well because of two reasons – user’s attention span and loading
time. Go for the 3-minute or below mark as advised.
• Focus on how you promote your video, give importance on the production value
whether informing viewers about your business or about your products and
services – make it fun and informative at the same time.
Which businesses should be in YouTube?
All businesses that are visually driven can benefit from YouTube especially those with
products/services targeting the customers in 18-34 age-demographic, this is because you
can take advantage of the fact that it is free and it allows users to watch your videos and
engage with you and others by liking, commenting and sharing it with their friends.
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To conclude, hopefully with this guide, you are able to decide on which platform is best for
your business. You can focus on two platforms – one where there is a large audience with
your target demographics and where there is a better sales return. Also look at the
possibility of other platforms having new features that can help boost your business so you
can keep up and cover all bases.

We can look at other platforms later.  Thank you 
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SOME POST   IDEAS
TO INCREASE  SOCIAL ENGAGEMENT



CROSS-PROMOTE
YOUR  SOCIAL
CHANNELS
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Don’t ever be afraid to encourage  
your social communities to cross.

Bespoke and unique content per
social channel can go along way to  
pleasing the social network’s  
algorithms and show each
community you care.

Invite users of other platforms to  
join you at other sites too!



OFFER UP A
FACT
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Offer up a fun fact. It could be  
related to your business, the area  
you’re based in or something  
totally off the wall.

Did you know… a full head of  
human hair is strong enough to  
support 12 tons.



RUN
COMPETITIONS

Competitions work really well on  
social media. We look at
competitions in more detail in our  
social media marketing course,  
but for the sake of this guide know  
that- competitions work very 
well.

The bigger the prize, the more  
engagement. Think about what  
would make you spare your time  
to enter a competition.



POST INDUSTRY
NEWS
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Your fans and followers want to  
know you’re an expert in your  
field. A trusted resource. So why  
not share relevant industry news.

You can add a summary or your  
view when you share the news  
too.



FAN ONLY
OFFERS
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Reward your loyal fans by giving
back.

Offer your fans and followers an
offer they can’t refuse and that’s
just for them!



POST FROM BEHIND 
THE  SCENES
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Your community wants to know  
what goes on behind the scenes.

They’ll be intrigued by the effort  
which goes into creating new
cocktails at bars, or what building  
work was needed to create your  
hotel.

Be imaginative and share your  
insider photos!



NOSTALGI
A
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Celebrate something from your  
company’s past. Such as a first  
logo, employee or first product  
range.

Or celebrate an anniversary or a  
birthday!



Talk about
OTHER  
BUSINESSES
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Businesses in the same  
industry can collaborate in  
a really simple way on
social media.

By targeting businesses  
that don’t compete but are  
in the same industry you
can reach a similar  
audience but not step on  
each other’s toes!



RELATED
QUOTES
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Go find a quote that works well  
for your industry. Spruce it up
with some tasty imagery and then  
deliver it to your social media  
pages.



NATIONAL _____ 
DAY  POSTS
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There are a whole host of  
“National Day” – find one  
related to your industry or find a  
totally random one.

Either way, they’re a simple piece  
of content to share.



PROVIDE TIMELY
OFFERS

& CONTENT
Christmas? New year? School  
holidays?

Match your offers and social  
media content to give ideas,  
inspiration and cost-savings to  
your fans.



TEACH
!
Teach your social media fans  
how to do something!

By teaching you add value to  
someone’s life. A bar could  
teach a fan how to make a  
alcoholic version of their  
famous cocktail. A hotel could  
teach how to match pillow  
designs to bedding colours.



RUN A
POLL
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Crowd-source your latest product
range, or just find out if your fans
prefer tea to coffee.

Polls are a great way to increase  
engagement and offer a quick fire  
way of getting people involved!



SPY ON YOUR  
COMEPTITORS
!
Ok, not exactly a piece of
content, BUT, by watching what  
content your competitors post  
and which content gets them  
likes, comments and shares.
You can then decide what
content might work for you..

Genius! Go forth and create  
great content ☺☺


